book's suggestive theme of the problems caused by an apparently endless state of wartime in a constitutional democracy. 5 Dudziak's project could have been called Whatever Happened to Peacetime? When was the last time America agreed that it was at peace? Her argument implies that we have become so inured to a militarized foreign policy, fighting wars (big and small), and indefinite in-between periods such as the Cold War that we have lost our sense of what constitutes "peacetime." Nonetheless, we retain the traditional expectation that wartime is temporary and that peacetime automatically follows wartime.6 It is this mode of thinking that Dudziak highlights and puts in question.
We might suppose that peacetime is a period when we are not engaged in a conventional war. It has been claimed, for example, that President Eisenhower presided over such a period after the Korean War ended. 7 Under Eisenhower, there were plenty of foreign commitments and covert operations, but no repetition of the Korea experience. It is also hard to understand the period after the end of the Cold War as wartime. 9 President Clinton presided over a period that many saw as quiet on the foreign front, 10 certainly to the dismay of those elites who felt that genuine threats, such as Saddam Hussein's Iraq, persisted. To this sort of thinking, Dudziak has two rejoinders, one more persuasive than the other. While Eisenhower showed little inclination to plunge into another conventional war,12 concentrating on conflicts the size of Korea ignores that the Truman, Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations occurred during the height of the Cold War and demonstrates time and again the ambiguous nature of that conflict. If the Cold War was a real conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union which involved the use of military power, then what citizens experienced under Eisenhower was certainly not "peace."l4 This point is well taken. Dudziak goes much further, however, and contends, largely on the basis of a review of military medals awarded, that essentially the entire twentieth century was wartime.15
To be sure, Dudziak is on solid ground when, like many historians, she emphasizes the neglected importance of the many "small wars" 1 6 in which the United States was involved in the twentieth century, particularly in Latin America.
17 She argues that "[i]t is only through forgetting the small wars that so much of American history is remembered as peacetime."18 But Dudziak determinedly ignores the issue of the relative significance of America's various and very different twentieth-century military conflicts to our post-9/11 reality. One plausible policy-oriented way to distinguish among America's wars, for example, is to take into consideration the importance of the foreign policy objectives did not last forever. Unfortunately, Dudziak's dogged effort to show that all of our pre-9/11 reality was an endless wartime sends the analysis in the book off track. Dudziak's most valuable contributions lie elsewhere. She brings the history of the Cold War to bear on the seemingly endless "war on terror" that ensued after 9/11.22 In focusing on the Cold War, Dudziak makes the important point that the metaphor of "war" can be so mesmerizing that it can cause analysis to go astray.23 The Cold War is more fruitfully understood as "a period of state-building," 24 rather than wartime. Setting to one side major wars such as Korea and Vietnam, key developments revolved around the creation and maintenance of "the national security state" rather than discrete battles. 25 This is quite helpful in directing our attention to the issue of state capacity and the relative ability of government officials, particularly those in the executive branch, to make effective policy decisions. The Cold War constitutional order appeared to underwrite granting the President the authority to order the nation to war.
2 6 President Truman's 1950 decision to intervene in Korea without asking for congressional authorization is well known.27 In an especially insightful discussion, Dudziak correctly emphasizes the enormous authority that flowed, seemingly automatically, to President Bush as commander in chief after 9/11.28 Instead of highlighting the unusual character of the "war" he was about to fight against al-Qaeda, a somewhat diffuse organizational target, Bush chose to assimilate our post-9/11 reality to World War 1I and the early years of the Cold War and replace Nazis and communists with terrorists in general.29 Dudziak's discussion helps us understand why this was a crucial narrative move within the structure of the national security state, but also why it concealed deep and problematic ambiguities.30
Dudziak's discussion of the Bush administration's reaction to 9/11 is well done, but even here we should take out the caution flag. Under the rubric of exploring the meaning of wartime, Dudziak runs together a number of different issues that are best analyzed separately. At one and the same time, she advances critiques of the militarization of foreign policy, the concept of a broad "war on terror," and implicitly raises matters that are more properly considered in terms of what Julian Zelizer has reminded us are the politics of national security. 31 Meanwhile, amid the concerns of Dudziak and many others about the novel issues posed by the Guantanamo detainees and constitutionally questionable surveillance by the National Security Agency, the United States fought two fairly conventional wars using thousands of ground troops in Afghanistan and Iraq.32 My specific concern is that we might be led to overlook their significance if we bought Dudziak's idea that throughout the post-1945 period (throughout the entire twentieth century!) we were "at war" in the same sense we were at war in Korea, Vietnam, the 1991 Gulf War, Afghanistan, and Iraq. 33 Dudziak usefully alerts us to the question of timing -when, exactly, did the Vietnam War begin? 34 and the often disingenuous character of occasional presidential claims that we were in a World War II-style wartime in the absence of sufficient democratic deliberation. However, Dudziak also bypasses any attempt to study the relevant differences and assess the relative historical significance of the varied military conflicts the United States has fought.
Here we might usefully reverse the question posed earlier about peacetime and ask when was the last time there was a consensus that we were in wartime. Dudziak rightly contends that World War II remains the template for a "real war" for many Americans.36 It featured multiple declarations of war, vast powers given to the President by Congress, and presidential calls for national sacrifice and austerity, including greatly increased tax rates to pay for the war.
37 So understood, a good case can be made that this "good war" was the very last real wartime.38 None of America's costly wars since have featured all of these elements at once, although Korea arguably came close. 39 This was partly due to the ambiguous nature of the Cold War.40 During its long run, presidents appeared to want the ability to go to war without having the democratic deliberation necessary to alert the public to the sacrifices war inevitably entails. WHAT IS WARTIME?
The equivocal nature of the Cold War and the post-9/11 "war on terror," however, did not diminish the constitutional, political, policy, social, and cultural realities that rapidly accrue when the United States puts tens or hundreds of thousands of "boots on the ground" in foreign locales. As the war in Afghanistan wore on and the war in Iraq finally came to a conclusion in 2011, the American public was quite credibly said to be "war-weary."
42 But how could citizens be war-weary in the age of the all-volunteer military, when President Bush did not ask citizens to pay for the war with increased taxes and did not invoke a shared sense of national sacrifice? 43 In a democracy, wars on the scale of Iraq and Afghanistan evidently cannot be fought without public involvement, without the summoning of the morale necessary to underwrite their painful consequences. The public clearly stood behind the military after 9/11 and there was a sense of a common purpose in opposing the threat of terrorism by al-Qaeda.44 Yet, there is nothing in American history to suggest that such a shared commitment can be sustained indefinitely amid much travail. We may nod our heads in approval, thinking this is an obvious point, but it undermines the coherence of Dudziak's project. Whether intended or not, Dudziak's analysis has the effect of painting all wars the same, a perspective which is intended to show that we have lost our way when we 45 continually try to reestablish the boundary line between periods of war and peace. Although this is a valuable cautionary insight, it also involves an unacceptable flattening of history. While it is likely that Dudziak would not endorse the idea that Vietnam was equivalent to, say, President Reagan's 1983 invasion of Grenada, that is the effect produced by her narrative. All wars look the same on Dudziak's account because the notion of wartime itself lacks a clear boundary.46 The distinctive political, constitutional, and diplomatic history of each war is smeared together in a way that impedes our understanding of the unique challenges and historical significance posed by conflicts on the scale of Vietnam and Iraq. 47 We might agree that there is an obvious difference in scale between Grenada and other "small wars" and interventions like Vietnam that always carry with them the potential for national catastrophe. Dudziak could still press the point of the lack of a clear boundary line. When is wartime? 48 to the Eisenhower administration. 50 Yet they are treated by Dudziak and other historians with some surprise, as if the United States should still be issuing declarations to mark the boundary crossed when it goes to war.51
This raises a more fundamental issue. In light of the democratic deliberation implied by such authorizations, why should we be worried about endless wartime? Dudziak links wartime to the enhancement of centralized state power, especially executive power.52 Such an expansion of power is said to be justified by the temporary nature of wartime.
53 Dudziak calls this the "wartime frame," 54 a perspective that strongly determines the proper role of government. Within the frame, we are reassured by public officials that after the war, things will return to normal. 55 But if wartime is not temporary, what has really occurred is a permanent expansion in the power of the state without sufficient democratic deliberation.
56
Although this thesis is suggestive, it is too broad and undifferentiated. Applied to the Cold War, it does not work, although this is partly due to the somewhat odd failure of historians to agree on a periodization of that long struggle. 57 The early Cold War supervised by Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy was a distinct period and was quite different from, for example, the era of d6tente under Nixon.
58 Nevertheless, the Cold War was technically still going on in the 1970s when Congress belatedly tried to decrease state power by reining in the presidency and elements of the national security state.
59 President Nixon vetoed the 1973 War Powers Resolution, but on the grounds that it unacceptably detracted from the president's power over foreign affairs, not that it was unwise because the nation was in wartime. 
WHATIS WARTIME?
This suggests wartime as a form of time is not the most relevant variable. Enhanced government power has not been justified by the assertion that war is a temporary time, but rather by the President making a compelling case that there is a genuine threat to national security. The level of power granted to government then varies with the nature of the threat, which helps explain why the Bush administration's unilateralism became less persuasive over time, including with the Supreme Court.64 It is one of the reasons President Truman lost the Steel Seizure case, something Dudziak cannot explain using an analysis based on the idea that we have been in wartime for decades.65 If we follow Dudziak's logic, the Court should have been impressed by the wartime frame created by Truman's dramatic 1950 decision to intervene. Instead, the Court closely interrogated presidential authority, something made easier by the fact that Truman could not show that the labor strike at issue posed an imminent danger to troops on a stalemated front line.
66
To generate a more useful analysis across the wide range of military conflicts in which America has engaged since World War II, we need to articulate and probe the constitutional structure of the national security state that originated with the Cold War. Ultimately, what drives Dudziak's analysis is her reaction to the atypical case of 9/11. 9/11 was atypical for many reasons. It was an attack on the United States itselfsomething rare in recent memory. Even the Cold War did not have this feature. As Dudziak describes, this is why so many Americans thought immediately of Pearl Harbor as they watched the twin towers of the World Trade Center come down.67 While this obviously assisted Bush as he likened the post-9/11 period to World War 1I, it led his administration astray as this analogy provided no natural opening for him to educate the public on the many novel features of the conflict against al-Qaeda, a non-state adversary operating in many countries. 68 As a consequence, we are still floundering in many respects in trying to understand the ongoing war against al-Qaeda originally authorized by Congress after 9/11. Despite Congress's arguable clarity in the September 2001 Authorization to Use Military Force ("AUMF"), one undisputable fact that will be studied by future historians is that many observers, both international and domestic, never accepted the resulting conflict as "war" and thus wartime.
69 I certainly agree with Dudziak that we do not want the framing of wartime to determine our actions. Deciding that the conflict with al-Qaeda in Afghanistan was a war was indeed a choice -one shared by many Americans, including
